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Abstract-An epidemiologically impeccable study does not bring answers to all the important 
questions. A structured and systematic integration of information from different studies of a given 
problem with a view to answering the original question or bringing additional information is the 
essence and objective of the meta-analytic approach to health problem solving. Original studies 
in medicine, being very heterogeneous in nature and structure require not only a quantitative 
approach (as in classical meta-analysis) but also an additional “qualitative meta-analysis” as well. 
The latter represents not only a systematic accumulation of both information and the character- 
istics of different studies, but also an assessment of quality, uncertainty, missing data, random error 
and bias across studies of interest. The greatest challenge of meta-analysis in medicine lies in the 
integration of the qualitative and quantitative assessment of given information (scoring of quality, 
weighing of the effect size by quality score, etc.). Meta-analysis in medicine must go beyond a 
simple pooling of data. It should become the “epidemiology of results of independent studies of 
a common topic of interest”. Further development of meta-analysis in such an expanded way may 
have an important impact on decision-making in clinical medicine, and in health policies. 

INTRODUCTION 

The best possible synthesis of available infor- 
mation is essential for all decision-makers. It is 
needed in clinical medicine when one has to face 
a patient or establish common strategies for 
groups of similar patients. It is valuable in 
medical research, where new hypotheses should 
follow first class information. It is necessary in 
health planning and in administration, where 
the most efficient and effective programs and 
policies have to be established. In addition, 
classical or field epidemiology needs such a 
synthetic view, for better etiological studies of 
disease and for a better control of the spread of 
disease. 

The critical review and assessment of clinical 
problems and questions across different studies 
is an essential element in the acquisition of 
medical knowledge. It is essential for answering 

*This article is an expanded version of the paper read at 
the Ilth ScientiJic Meeting of the International Epi- 
demiological Association, Helsinki, Finland, 11 August 
1987. 

questions such as these: does jogging do more 
harm than good? Is diethyl-stilbestrol a predom- 
inant cause of clear cell vaginal carcinoma? Do 
beta-blockers prevent death after myocardial 
infarction? 

During the last decade, a more systematic 
way of evaluating and synthesizing information 
than a simple narrative review was worked out 
in other areas, An increasing number of original 
studies and methodological articles appeared on 
this subject under different terms [l]: meta- 
analysis, integrative research review, research 
integration, research consolidation, data syn- 
thesis, research synthesis, quantitative synthesis, 
quantitative assessment of research domains, 
combining studies, combining results, empirical 
cumulation, empirical evidence and others. A 
new quantitative, organized, statistical ap- 
proach to research synthesis was born. 

The objective of this article is to review the 
domain of the integration of the results of 
research (meta-analysis) in medicine. The latter 
is a result of a migration from psychology and 
education into the health sciences. The future of 
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meta-analysis and its relevance to the advance- 
ment of medicine will be discussed. Hence, we 
wish to discuss basic concepts and strategies 
that may apply to medicine rather than make an 
extensive historical review or a condensed cap- 
sule of quantitative meta-analytic techniques. 

Traditionally, research synthesis was done in 
a fairly simple way. Narrative reviews [2] express 
the personal opinions of their authors and de- 
pend heavily on the perspicacity and personal 
experience of the reviewer. Secondary replicative 
analysis [3] is based on the return to original 
data gathered on individuals in various studies; 
individual record linkage allows them greater 
statistical power. Box-score analysis, or the vote 
counting method [4] as in sports statistics, com- 
pares numbers of studies which confirm a 
hypothesis under study to numbers of studies 
which reject it. Such a simplistic approach is not 
satisfactory either. 

Often, a more satisfactory research synthesis 
such as meta-analysis should go beyond the 
above mentioned methods. Meta-analysis in 
medicine is any structured and systematic quali- 
tative and/or quantitative integration of the 
results of several independent studies on a 
health problem. To accomplish this, we may 
pool results of different studies or original 
observations in individual patients, but we do 
not gather any new, original observations. Quite 
a wide array of studies, such as descriptive, 
etiological or intervention studies, or studies 
validating clinical tools such as diagnostic 
methods may be the subject of meta-analysis. 

The objectives of meta-analysis are: 

-to confirm information (hypothesis, proof, 
initial findings), 

-to find errors, 
-to search for additional findings and 
-to develop new ideas (hypotheses) for fur- 

ther research and future original studies. 

The well organized analysis and synthesis 
of independent research findings on medical 
questions were reviewed in several journals: in 
clinical medicine and therapeutics in particular 
[5,6], in community health [7], in epidemiologi- 
cal research [8] and elsewhere, as in education 
[9, lo], clinical psychology [ 11, 121, occupational 
therapy [13, 141 and nursing [15, 161. 

ORIGINS OF META-ANALYSIS 

More than 10 years ago, several outstanding 
researchers in psychology and education re- 

sented the fragility of even a careful individual 
and narrative approach to the synthesis of re- 
search results. After the first stimulating article 
on the subject by Light and Smith [17] came 
Glass’s first definition of meta-analysis [18]: the 
“analysis of analyses”, or better, “the statistical 
analysis of a large collection of analyses results 
from individual studies for the purpose of inte- 
grating the findings”. Quantitative methods and 
techniques were further developed by Rosenthal 
[19,20], Hedges [21] and others. The 1983 re- 
view annual of Evaluation Studies, edited by 
R. J. Light [22], brings together an important 
array of methodological articles and many im- 
portant original studies. Basic methodological 
textbooks [23-271 soon followed as well as 
monographs dealing with statistical methods 
[28] and computer software [29]. Only recently, 
an introductory text on meta-analysis in medi- 
cine [30] appeared. Ultimately, special chapters 
on meta-analysis also found their way in recent 
books on medical statistics [31] and clinical 
epidemiology [32]. 

The purpose of quantitative, let us say “clas- 
sical” meta-analysis was usually to assess 
effectiveness of treatments, programmes and 
interventions, and less often to assess 
cause-effect relationships. For instance, is there 
any relation between intelligence and schizo- 
phrenia in young subjects [33]? Does a full moon 
affect mental health and behavior [34]? Is psy- 
chotherapy effective [32, 3542]? Can hyper- 
activity in children be controlled pharma- 
cologically [43,44] or by dietary regimens 
[4547]? 

“Classical” or quantitative meta-analysis ad- 
dresses two basic questions: 

-How is one variable related to another? 
-How strong is the evidence for the re- 

lationship? 

To obtain adequate answers, meta-analysts 
gathered as many published and unpublished 
studies as possible. The quality of the studies 
was not taken into consideration; meta-analysts 
were criticized for that later [24]. Experimental 
studies in fields other than medicine, such as 
psychology and education may be more uniform 
in design and execution; target populations may 
be less heterogeneous. Medical research is much 
more heterogeneous and one must adapt meta- 
analysis to this heterogeneity. Let us see what 
strategies might be adopted first in quantitative 
meta-analysis, second, in qualitative meta- 
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analysis and finally, let us foresee an appropri- 
ate synthesis of both. 

as small, 0.5 as average and 0.8 as large [5, 481. 
Such an assessment of the importance of effect 
size is purely arbitrary. 

MEASUREMENT OF EFFECT OR 
QUANTITATIVE META-ANALYSIS 

At this moment, the clinical implication could 
be simply whether the intervention under study 
“is better” or “has no advantage”. 

First, we may define quantitative meta- Greenland [8] warns, that by expressing 
analysis in medicine as a general, systematic and effects in standard deviation units, one can 
uniform evaluation of dimensions. These may be make studies with identical results spuriously 
across studies dealing with the following: appear to yield different results. 

-the magnitude of a health problem, 
-the strength and specificity of a causal 

relationship in etiological research, 
-the strength and specificity of the impact of 

a preventive (contrapathic) or therapeutic 
(contratrophic) intervention ( = “effect 
size”) or 

-the internal and external validity of clinical 
tools (e.g. diagnostic methods). 

-the costs and benefits of diagnostic meth- 
ods and treatments. 

Hence, the subject should not be exclusively 
the effect of an interesting treatment. Other 
above mentioned topics may also be studied. 
The study of causal relationships between inde- 
pendent and dependent variables is based on 
logic and measurement. This applies just as well 
to the study of undesirable factors in the causing 
of disease as to that of the beneficial effect of 
treatment on outcome. 

Another problem stems from the habit which 
meta-analysts have of mathematically con- 
verting heterogenous statistical parameters into 
effect sizes (d’s). Such a mix of original hetero- 
genous results, even though properly mathe- 
matically blended, is not easy to interpret. What 
operational meaning of effect should be drawn 
for clinical decisions from a study giving a p 
result, another a x2, another a t-value etc.? All 
these analyses were done primarily to evaluate 
our confidence in what we saw. These analyses 
are not a measurement of effect by itself. This 
part of quantitative meta-analysis is for the 
moment uninterpretable both in practical terms 
and as a basis for clinical decisions in practice. 

The evaluation and integration of various 
epidemiological measures of risk are more suit- 
able for meta-analysis in medicine. 

How strong is the available evidence-the “jile 
drawer problem ” 

“Classical” meta-analysis 

“Classical” meta-analytic methodology was 
developed for synthesizing studies of some 
causal relationship, where the independent vari- 
able was some uncontrolled extraneous factor 
(such as a full moon) or some controlled 
intervention (psychotherapy, diet, etc.). The 
dependent variable is most often some quanti- 
tative variable such as a score of performance or 
a level (concentration) of a biochemical or 
hematological component (e.g. blood lipids). 
The “effect size” in a study (d, ES) is given by 
a basic formula, which is the difference in mean 
outcomes of the experimental (exposed, treated) 
group and control (unexposed) group, divided 
by the standard deviation of the outcome in the 
control group (or by the pooled standard devi- 
ation of both groups) [18,48]. 

In many fields of research and in some less 
respected journals, two kinds of studies have a 
smaller chance of being published: those which 
do not reject a null hypothesis and/or studies 
whose findings are not coherent with current 
prevailing paradigms or a body of knowledge. 

The effect size of each meta-analyzed study 
becomes a new unit of analysis: the hetero- 
geneity of effect sizes may be assessed and an 
average effect size across studies computed. 
Cohen originally considered the effect size of 0.2 

Consequently, a portion of the complete body 
of information, in the form of unpublished 
studies, remains “in file drawers” [49-511. 
Rosenthal [49] proposed a mathematical esti- 
mation of how many additional studies (un- 
published or to be published) whose average 
result would be contrary to conclusions based 
on published information, would be needed to 
change such conclusions. If, for a given subject, 
only two or three studies would be needed to 
disprove current findings, the evidence would 
not be considered as strong as for another, in 
which 50 additional studies would perhaps be 
needed to change current conclusions. 

The strength of the evidence across studies 
may be evaluated this way. 

This procedure obviously does not clarify 
additional questions such as: have all relevant 
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studies been found and what should be done 
about unpublished studies? 

“Classical” epidemiology 

In classical epidemiology, the effect size or the 
quantitative dimension of the strength and 
specificity of causal relationships is given by risk 
ratios (relative risk, RR), risk differences (attri- 
butable risk, AR, RD) or by the proportional 
expression of the latter relative to exposed sub- 
jects or to the target population (etiological 
fraction, EF, or attributable risk percent, 
AR%). 

These measures and their interpretation high- 
light any contemporary textbook of epi- 
demiology (see also Refs [52] and [53]). 

An alternative methodology based on Efron 
and Morris’ empirical Bayes approach was pro- 
posed and used by Gilbert et al. [54] to evaluate 
benefits and risks in surgery and anesthesia. 

Despite this, different epidemiological expres- 
sions of “risk” are most often used in etiological 
research of noxious factors and less often in the 
assessment of causal relationships between 
intervention and cure, where sole statistical 
significance still prevails in many studies and 
fields. 

There are three possible approaches to the 
estimation of the effect size across studies: 

(1) A simple averaging of results of original 
studies. This is definitely a very simplistic ap- 
proach, even if studies are stratified and/or 
weighted according to some preselected criteria. 

(2) The characteristic effect across studies is 
recalculated from cell frequencies of events in 
two by two tables (or their extensions) from 
original studies [55-571. This approach, devel- 
oped by British authors, stems from the original 
Mantel-Haenszel approach to stratified obser- 
vations in case-control studies [52]. Concep- 
tually, strata are replaced by original studies 
[58]. The resulting relative risk (risk ratio) across 
studies [55] and typical odds ratio [56, 571 
represent another assessment of effect size. 

Cochran’s guidelines for combining rates 
from the individual trials are also used [59]. 

Also, in terms of attributable risk, an average 
risk difference across studies may be sought by 
DerSimonian and Laird’s method [60]. It was 
used, for example, by Himel et al. [61] in the 
evaluation of adjuvant chemotherapy for breast 
cancer. 

Elsewhere, as proposed by Wortman and 
Yeaton [62], a difference in frequencies of suc- 
cess between treated and control groups is ex- 

pressed as ratios to some denominator, since 
this is conceptually close to the etiological (pre- 
ventable) fraction [53]. Some other proportional 
expression of therapeutic success may be sought 
F31. 
(3) An evaluation of risk may be strengthened 

by using regression models. The possibility of 
doing meta-analysis on these findings is re- 
viewed in depth by Greenland [8]. 

QUALITATIVE META-ANALYSIS 

In medicine, contrary to many other fields of 
research, variables of interest such as meth- 
odology, health problems, target populations 
and etiological factors are considerably 
diversified and heterogeneous. In such a situ- 
ation, an adequate assessment of the quality of 
original studies must be made before a quan- 
titative meta-analysis is performed. Un- 
acceptable studies must be rejected. Some 
weighing of studies according to quality (score) 
may be attempted or some other stratification 
based on quality. The effect size may be evalu- 
ated in different strata or across studies with 
appropriate attention to quality. Such an ap- 
proach represents at present one of the greatest 
challenges of meta-analysis in medicine: to find 
a good integration of qualitative and quan- 
titative aspects of meta-analysis in the synthesis 
of research. Until now, the question of what 
studies to include and how to weight them has 
not been at all settled. 

Qualitative meta-analysis in medicine may be 
defined as “a method of assessment of the 
importance and relevance of medical infor- 
mation coming from several independent 
sources through (by) a general, systematic and 
uniform application of pre-established criteria 
of acceptability to original studies representing 
the body of knowledge of a given health prob- 
lem or question” [30]. 

The objectives of qualitative meta-analysis 
are: 

-to determine the prevalence, homogeneity 
and distribution of quality attributes, 

-to expand the knowledge of missing and or 
imperfect data and 

-to evaluate and interpret “outliers” (e.g. 
observations beyond a customary range). 

For example, Feinstein’s qualitative criteria 
for case-control studies [64] represent a struc- 
tured guideline in the assessment of an “initial 
state-manoeuvre-subsequent state” model. His 
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20 prerequisites, if respected, should guarantee 
freedom from major biases and random errors. 
In many cases, scoring for quality of the study 
would be useless if the presence of an important 
protopathic or susceptibility bias were to 
invalidate the interpretation of quantitative re- 
sults of the study. 

Elsewhere, Lichtenstein et al. [65] use 34 
criteria to assess the quality of case-control 
studies. Twenty items such as methods of data 
collection, sources of cases and controls, blind- 
ing of interviewers, description of sampling and 
analytic methods, diagnostic procedures and 
criteria, information on exposure etc. are con- 
sidered as essential. A quality score is not given. 

In many cases, it may not be enough to 
simply list present or absent attributes of each 
study. An appropriate dimension must be given 
to these facts where necessary. Scoring of qual- 
ity is of particular interest. Chalmers et al. [66] 
proposed a qualitative assessment of clinical 
trials, where, from a total score of 100, a 
maximum of 60 points is given to the data base, 
design and “protocol” with emphasis on blind- 
ing, 30 points are given to statistical analysis 
and 10 points to the way the study is presented. 

The McMaster group used another type of 
scoring to evaluate the quality of compliance 
research reports [67,68]. The highest score is 
given to studies having good internal and exter- 
nal validity (e.g. a randomized trial which is 
based on a random population sample, in which 
replicable diagnostic inclusion and exclusion 
criteria are clearly stated, where direct longi- 
tudinal measures of compliance are taken and 
where compliance and therapeutic regimens are 
completely described to the reader and repli- 
cable by others). 

Unfortunately, the published literature does 
not contain an equivalent method of under- 
taking the quality assessment of observational 
analytical studies, giving some “quantitative 
assessment of quality”, which might be used in 
the meta-analysis of a given problem, where 
both qualitative and quantitative aspects of 
evaluation are integrated. 

DerSimonian et al. [69] evaluate the quality of 
clinical trials in another way: the use of bary- 
centric-coordinate plots allows these authors to 
establish a sort of “qualitative somatotype” of 
studies according to selected qualitative criteria 
or axes. (N.B. They also give a point score based 
on the number of items reported). 

A recent study of secondary health effects of 
oral contraceptives, meticulously executed by 

Realini and Goldzieher [70], is a good example 
of a qualitative meta-analysis of a given prob- 
lem in etiological research. (The authors’ very 
systematic approach did not include scoring for 
quality.) 

The quality of studies may be considered in 
two ways in meta-analysis. It may first be 
viewed as an independent variable and one may 
examine whether study results depend on their 
good or bad quality. Secondly, results may be 
scored by quality of studies, if and only if there 
is an association. Would such a scoring be 
necessary if there were not such an association? 
Should the effect size observed in each study be 
weighted by the study’s quality score and the 
overall effect size across studies determined 
thereafter? 

Another alternative well worth considering 
might be choosing the best available evidence 
only, as proposed by Slavin [71]. Should experi- 
mental studies of a causal relationship of inter- 
est be the only ones retained for meta-analysis 
if evidence is also available from observational 
cohort and/or case-control research? 

Gerbarg and Horwitz [72] in their guidelines 
for the meta-analyses of clinical trials stress as 
the first step the conduct of a structured and 
consistent methodologic analysis of all available 
clinical trials and consider for pooling only 
those that adhere to current standards of 
methodologic rigor. 

In all the above-mentioned approaches, an 
appropriate sequence appears to be qualitative 
assessment of studies first, followed by a selec- 
tion of acceptable or best evidence and the 
quantitative meta-analysis of the latter. 

PROPOSAL FOR A BASIC ARCHITECTURE OF 
A META-ANALYTIC STUDY IN MEDICINE 

From the epidemiological point of view, 
meta-analysis is and must be the “epidemiology 
of results”. The individual as a unit of obser- 
vation is replaced by some result of an original 
study, which is itself becoming a new unit of 
subsequent study in meta-analysis. 

In medicine, a collaborative, multicenter clini- 
cal trial or etiological study (case-control stud- 
ies are often done this way) is a classical terrain 
for a meta-analytic approach. Observations of 
individuals are pooled for the sake of statistical 
power, separate results from participating cen- 
ters or hospitals being integrated and further 
submitted to epidemiological analysis. The clas- 
sical epidemiological paradigm “persons+ 
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time-place” becomes a new meta-analytic one: 
“studies-times-places”. Meta-analysis in medi- 
cine should not only involve the pooling of data, 
but also the pooling of results, as well as the 
integration, epidemiological exploration and 
evaluation of these results. 

A meta-analytic study should bring answers 
to some problem or question which was clearly 
formulated at the beginning. Such a deductive 
approach to the subject of interest is by far 
superior to the inductive one. We should not 
wait for what will “pop out” from a meta- 
analytic study. On the other hand, questions 
other than the original one will appear during 
the study. These should become the subject of 
an inductive approach. The deductive and in- 
ductive approaches are iterative in research but 
the meta-analytic study should be developed to 
answer some specific problem first. 

The logical sequence of meta-analysis is quali- 
tative assessment, then, quantitative assessment. 
Both should be integrated in a logical sequence 
and frame. The flow chart in Fig. I sums up one 
possible kind of procedure. This model also 
assumes that the typical or overall effect is not 
the only subject of interest. The homogeneity of 
results should also be tested [20], and an addi- 
tional examination of results carried out. Are 
there any outliers [73,74]? Are there some 
strata of particular interest? Such questions may 
be at the origin of new hypotheses for further 
studies and research. We totally agree with 
Light and Pillemer [26] and Greenland [8] that 
an analysis of the heterogeneity of studies is 
likely to bring more important information than 
some “typical” or “average” effect. 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE USE AND 
DEVELOPMENT OF META-ANALYSIS IN 

MEDICINE 

Two basic recommendations may be pro- 
posed, one for qualitative meta-analysis and 
another for quantitative meta-analysis. 

In qualitative meta-analysis, we need an ade- 
quate dimensional assessment of the quality of 
studies other than controlled randomized clin- 
ical trials. How are we to assess the quality of 
descriptive studies (often wrongly called preva- 
lence studies) and the quality of observational 
analytic cohort studies? 

In quantitative meta-analysis, classical epi- 
demiology should explore to a greater extent the 
measurement of effect size where quantitative 
variables are studied. Elsewhere, if needed, what 

dimension should be given to a descriptive 
measure such as the incidence or prevalence rate 
across descriptive studies? What about sensi- 
tivity or specificity or the predictive values of a 
diagnostic tool? How to solve the dilemma 
between diagnostic subgroups or strata accord- 
ing to some clinimetric classification or an over- 
all “challenging clinical spectrum”? 

In addition to this, we should establish quali- 
tative criteria for meta-analytic studies them- 
selves. These criteria might be the presence of 
explicit information such as: 

-a clear definition of the health problem 
under scrutiny, 

-the subject of meta-analysis (effect? out- 
hers? other?), 

-questions, hypotheses and objectives of the 
meta-analytic study, 

-identification of the expected contribution 
to medical practice, 

-a list of integrated studies, 
-operational criteria of the selection and 

assessment of studies, 
-a clear description of the methodology of 

the meta-analysis itself, 
-a presentation of all relevant qualitative 

and quantitative results of meta-analysis, 
-a suitable review of bias, 
-a critical assessment of results for further 

research, for practice and for health poli- 
cies if relevant [30]. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Meta-analysis in medicine is in the embryonic 
stage. The field is barely defined and its specific 
methods are undeveloped. All this should be 
done. However, meta-analysis is a rigorous and 
structured approach to health problems across 
studies, and therefore in direct opposition to an 
educated guess. 

The notion of the “importance” of analytic 
and meta-analytic findings is ambiguous. What 
is statistically important merits epidemiological 
analysis. What is epidemiologically important is 
not necessarily clinically important and such 
scientific importance does not necessarily 
change clinical decisions. This is true as much 
for an original study as for a meta-analytic 
study. 

Meta-analysis is still presented mainly as a 
method of evaluating whether treatment works 
[75-771. It should be more than that. Indeed, 
meta-analysis should be developed and used far 
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Define the problem-subject of meta-analysis 

1 
Formulate objectives of such a study 

1 
Choose elements (parameters) which are subject of observation and analysis 

1 
Assemble available studies 

Choose a method of assessment of quality of original studies 

1 
Assess quality of each study in uniform, systematic and complete manner 

1 
Identify acceptable studies and give dimension (score) to their quality 

(if method available) 

1 1 
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studies 

Reject 
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by 
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I 
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od 
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1 1 
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of results (p’s) 
Assess the effect size 

I 1 
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Comparing studies 
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t t t 
Combining studies 

(best estimate Comparing studies Combining studies 
across studies) 
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I 

1 1 1 
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Fig. 1. Flowchart of meta-analysis. 
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beyond randomized clinical trials. Obser- 
vational descriptive and analytic studies, and 
the evaluation of diagnostic methods are also 
domains of interest. Meta-analysis in these 
domains should be further developed. In the 
domain of diagnostic tests, Nierenberg and Fe- 
instein use an innovative approach in assessing 
the validity of the dexamethasone suppression 
test. To do this they integrate available studies 
and test the balance of evidence by making a 
hierarchical classification of the five phases of 
development and evaluation for diagnostic 
marker tests [78]. 

The analysis of the heterogeneity of studies 
should not be sacrificed to some global encom- 
passing average or “typical” value. Both should 
be analyzed. The pooling of results is sometimes 
inappropriate as the results of some studies may 
be very heterogeneous. This requires analysis 
rather than a search for some overall picture 
which would be hard to interpret. As an exam- 
ple, the preventable fraction and effectiveness of 
a new vaccine may be evaluated in separate 
trials in developed and developing countries, in 
healthy subjects, in malnourished subjects or in 
individuals suffering from some important co- 
morbidity. In such an instance, it is better to 
analyze differences, and to draw new hypotheses 
and test them rather than to try to obtain some 
universal protective ratio which applies to 
neither group in the original studies. 

Meta-analysis should not be seen exclusively 
as a new tool in etiological and intervention 
research. An even more important field may be 
health policies and health programs, tactics and 
strategies at the hospital and in the community. 
Already available studies of medical care 
[79-831, of process [84] or of the impact of 
medical decisions [85-871 confirm that. The 
cost-effectiveness of interventions also becomes 
open to meta-analysis [88]. 

The following problems, which have been at 
least partly tackled in this article, should be 
better clarified in the future: 

-How does one determine if all relevant 
studies have been found? 

-How does one determine which studies 
should be combined? 

-How can the meta-analysts’ biases be mini- 
mized? 

-Which statistical techniques are most ap- 
propriate? 

-What should be done about unpublished 
studies? 

The limitations and advantages of meta- 
analysis have been widely discussed in the litera- 
ture [24, 30, 41, 75-77, 89-921. One of the main 
challenges remains the risk that meta-analytic 
methodology, impressive and at the same time 
understandable to a larger professional audi- 
ence, will be used indiscriminately, inductively, 
and without operational criteria of inclusion 
and exclusion on both dependent and indepen- 
dent variables. A very hard look at the data 
must be taken first [71, 72, 93, 941. 

We will always be making decisions about 
whether to do another, possibly better, study of 
the same subject or, remembering a message 
from our childhood at a railway crossing, 
whether to “stop, look and listen”. In other 
words, we must slow down from time to time to 
reassess currently available medical knowledge. 
Such a meta-analytic approach is even more 
important for decision makers in governments 
and institutions, that is, wherever health policies 
are decided, proposed and evaluated. Insti- 
tutions are seldom producers of first hand infor- 
mation. However, they are responsible for the 
best possible evaluation of current information 
and for the best possible implementation of 
adequate health policies and programs. This 
should not be a subject of improvization or 
solely a matter of serendipity and flair. Even if 
political decisions finally override recommen- 
dations, well organized homework is needed. 
Better political decisions will follow. 
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